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o Introduction
  Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let X be
a normal algebraic surfaÅëe with a unique quotient singular point P. Let
f : X . X be a minimal resolution ofX and }et D = XI..i Di be the reduced
exceptional divisor with respect to f, where the Di are lrreducible compo-
ReRts. TheR there exists wtquely gg effective Q-diviser D# == 2;=iaPi
such that D# + Kx Ss mumerically equivalent to f"(Kxf). SiRce P is a
log terminal singulam point, it follows that O S ai Åq 1 for any i. Put
Bk (D) = D - D#.
Definition O.1 The above pair (X,D) is almost minimal if, for every irre-
ducuble curve C, either (D# + Kx • C) ) O or the intersection matrix of
C+D is not negative definite. The singular point P is almost minimal in X
if the pair (X,D) i$ almest minimaL
  Staftixg wtth arbitrary qllotiept $iRgu}ar pcints, we caR cgasSract aimgst
minimal quetieRt singular points, thgllgh the singularities might be changed
from the original ones.
  In the present article, we assume that a pair (X,D) is almost minimai
and the logarithmic Kodaira dimension K(X - D) me -oo. Since Kr is then
not numerically effective, there exists an extremal rational curve e on X. Let
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e be the proper transform of e on X. By Miyanishi-Tsunoda [7, Lemma 2.7],
one of the following two cases then takes place:
 (A) The intersection matrix of e+Bk (D) is negative semi-definite, but not
     negative definite. Furthermore, (-2) = o.
 (B) The Picard number p(X) is equal to 1, and -K:sl is ample. Namely,
     (X, D) is a logarithmic del Pezzo surface of rank one with contractible
    boundary (henceforce called a log del Pezzo surface of rank one, for
    short) (see IIO] for the definition).
   In the case (A), such pairs (X,D) are completely classified easily (cf. [4,
Theorem 1.1]). In the case (B), if P is a rational double or triple singpuLlar
point, then such pairs have been classified completely (see [9] and [11]). But
for arbitrary quotient singularities, such pairs are not yet classified.
   In the present article, we attempt to classify all the log del Pezzo surfaces
of rank one with unique quotient singular points.
Remark O.2 By virtue of Keel-McKernan [3, Corollary 9.3], a log del Pezzo
surface of rank one can have at most five singular points. On the other hand,
there is no bound on the number of singularities in characteristic two.
Terminology. A (-n)-curve is a nonsingular rational curve with self inter-
section number -n. For the definition of rods, twigs and forks, we refer to
[7]. A reduced effective divisor D is called an NC (resp. SNC) divisor if D
has only normal (resp. simple normal) crossings. We employ the following
notation:
p(X): Picard number of X.
F.(n ) O): Hirzebruch surface of degree n.
M.(n ) O): the minimal section of F..




  Let (X, D) be the minimal reso}ution of a log del Pezzo surface X of rank
one with a im}que $ingular polBt P. Tkep p(X) me #P + 1. We have the
foilowing:
Lemma 1.1 (cf. [ll, Lemma 1.ll) Let (X,D) be as above. Then we have:
 (i) f*(Kr) =- D# + Kx and -(D# + Kx) is nef and big. Moreover, for
    any irreducible curve F, ---(D# + Kx • F) xx O if and only ofF is a
    compcnent ofD.
 (2) Any (-n)-curve with n ) 2 is a compuonent ofD.
 (3) X ts a ratienGl surfGee.
Lemma 1.2 (cf. [10, Lemma 1.4]) There is no (-1)-curveE such that, after
contracting E and consecutively (smoothly) oontractible curves in E+D, the
diwi$er E+D beee?ges an admts$ibge patienal red erfork, where the ady'ectiye
" admissible" mcans that each irreducible component of the image of E + D
has self intersection number S -2.
  By Lemma l.1(l), one can fixxd all irreducib}e cuive C such that --(C •
D# + Kx) attains the smallest positive value.
Lemma 1.3 Suppgse that iC+D+ Kxi # Åë Gnd P ts ngt 6 ntienal dou51e
point. Then D is an admtssible rod, i.e., P is a cyclic quotient singularpoint.
Proof. By [10, Lemm 2.!], there exists a unique decomposition of D as a
$"m of effeetive integral divisors P = Di + P'i snch that:
 (i) (C • Di) = (D" • Di) = (Kx • Di) = O for any component Di of D'.
 (R) C+PSS+Kx NC.
If D" me O then D == D', where D' consists of (-2)--Åëurves. This contradicts
the hypothesis. HeRce, D" i7E O and P = D" becau$e Supp (D) is connected.
By lll, Lemma l.7(2)]Dis aB admissib}e rod. Q.E.D.
  Suppose that IC+D+ Kxl # O and D" = O in the proof of Lemma




Lemma 1.4 ( cf. [9, Lemma 3]). With the notation as above, suppose that
IC+D+ Kxl l to and D" = O. Then P is a rational double point and the
dual graph of D is one of the foZlowing Dynke'n graphs:
               Al, A4, Ds, E6, A7, E7, Ds, Es, As.
Moreover, the above (X,D) is obtained from the Hirzebruch surface F2 of
degree 2 by a seguence of bloutng-ups. The conYiguration or the weighted
dual graph ofD is given as in Appendices A, B and C.
Lemma 1.5 (cf. [10, Lemma 2.2] and [2, Proposition 3.6]). Suppose that
IC+D+Kxl =Åë. Then (X,D) ts (F.,M.), wheren =-(D2) )2, or we
may assume that C is a (--1)-curve.
  If 1C+D+Kxl = Åë then the divisor C+D is an SNC-divisor, consisting
of nonsingular rational curves and the dual graph of C+ D is a tree (cf. [6,
Lemma 2.1.3]). Since Supp (D) is connected, C meets only one irreducible
component of D transversally. More precisely, the following assertion holds.
Proposition 1.6 Suppose that IC+D+ Kxl = Åë and D is an admissible
rational fork. Let Do be the unique irreducible component of D such that
(Do • D - Do) = 3. Then C does not meet Do.
Proof. Since D is a fork, C is a (-1)-curve by Lemma 1.5. Suppose that
(C• Do) == 1. Then Do is a (-2)-curve by Lemma 1,2. Let pa : X - X
be the contraction of C and let D = pa(D). By an argument simi1ar to [10,
Lemma 6.4], we know that (X,D) is a log del Pezzo surface of rank one
with non-contractible boundary (for the definition, see Miyanishi-Tsunoda
[8]). By Lemma 2.6 and Theorems 4 and 6 in [8], D consists of a fork and an
admissible rational fork which are disjoint from each other. This is however
a contradiction because Supp (D) (and hence Supp (D)) is connected.
                                                      Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.7 Let Åë : X - Pi be a Pi-fibration on a nonsingular projective
rational surface X. Suppose that there are two cross-sections Hi and H2 of
Åë such that (H,2•) S -2 fori == 1,2. Let pa :X- Fm be the contraction
of all (-1)-curves and consecutively contractible curves in singular fibers so
that (pa.(Hi)2)=: -m = (H,2). Then
                  (p.(H2)2) = m+ 2(Hi ' H2)•
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Lemma 1.8 Let# : F. -e Pi (n ) e) be the ruling of the llimeebruch surfGce
ofdegreen and let M be an m-section (m in 1) ofpa different from M.. Then
(M2) ) nm2.
2 Results
  Let X be a leg del Pezzo surfaces gf rank ofie with a imiq"e sikgular poigt
P and let (X,D) be the minimal resolution of X. We have the fo11owing
theorems:
Theorem 2.1 (The case of type E.) Smppose that P is a quotient singular
point of type E6, E7 or Es. Then the followz'ng assertions hold:
 (l) lf jP is a ratienal deuble point, then thefe epists G (-1)-eurve E sueh
    that the configuratton ofE+D is one of (2), (5) and (10) in Appendix
    A.
 (2) ijP is not a rational double point, then the confcguration ofC+D with
    the curve C as in the prewious section is one of those except for (2),
    (5) and (iO) in Appendix A.
 (3) There exist a Pi-fibration ep : X - Pi and a component H ofD such
    that H is a cross-section of Åë and the other components ofE+D (if
    P is a raticnGl deubge peint) er C+D (ofP is net a ratiekal deu5ge
    point) are contained in a unique singular fiber of Åë.
 (4) All the cases listed in Appendix A are realizable.
Theorem 2.2 (The case of type D) Suppose that P ts a quotient singular
point of type D and that the weighted dual graph is given in Figure 1, where
Gi }r 2 fori=e,3,...,r.
Dlo'-2
   X.)))x,th•..........ww.D,r
D2 o/2PaO 'a3 -a.
            Figure 1
1OO
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Then we have the following:
 (1) There exists a(-1)-curve E such that (E•D) xe (E•Di) = 1. The
    weighted dual graph of E + D is given as in Ampendic B.
 (2) There eststs aPi-fibration Åë : X - Pi such that D4 is a cross-section
    ofÅë gnd the ether eemponents ofD are containeci in gt mest two
    singxlariZbers ofÅë. in pGf'ticutgr, the Di (e :f{I i S 3) are (-2)-cnrwes.
 (3) Aig of the types of singularities iisted in Appendic B are realizable.
Theorem 2.3 Suppose that P is a cyclic quotient $ingular point. Then we
have the following:
 (1) If (X,D) l (F.,M.) then the weightecl dual graph ofD is given by one
    of (a), (b) and (c) as in Appendts C.
 (2) if the 2tseighted duGggraph ofP ds g#e of(a) and (b) in Appendix C, then
    there eptst a Pi-fibwttion $ : X - Pi and an irredncibge ce?;spanent
    H cf D $uch that H is a eross-seetien of Q and the otheT irredweible
    oomponents ofD are contained in singularfibers of Åë. Åë has at most
    two singular fibers.
 (3) if the weighted dual graph ofD is one of (e) in Appendit C, then there
    exists a Pi-fcbration W : X - Pi and two imeducible components ffi
    and H2 such that Hi and H2 are cross-sections ofD and the other
    irreductble components of D are contained in singuSar fibers of W. W
    hGs exactly two singugar j6ber$.
 (4) Alg of the types of singutafities lbsted in Alppendis C are reGlizabge.
3 The proof of Theorem 2.2
  In this section we give an outline of the proof of Theorem 2.2. For the
proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, see [5].
  The case where P is a rational double point follows from [9, Lemma 31.
KeRce we treat the ca$e where P is Rot a ratioua} double point. Let C be an
irredxcib}e cx've oR X such that -(C•P# +K) attains the $mallesS pgsitive
value (cÅí gl). By Lemmas 1.4 and l.5, we may asswne that C is a (-l)-curve
lgl
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and that IC+D+ Kxl xx to. Then C meets D only in one component, say
Dk (O S k S r). By Proposition 1.6, k 7C O, i.e., k ) 1.
  We consider the casek -ww- 1 (similarly, k= 2), We then have the following:
Lem ma 3.1 Smpp ose that k = 1. Then r ) 4, ao = a3 == 2 and So :ur
2(C+ Pe + PD + D2 + D3 defcnes a Pi-fcbntion Åë : X - Pi such that Åë
has 6t mest twe singugar fcbers. The 2getghted dwal gwtph ef C + P is given
a$ in A[ppendex B, where E is tc be reGd as C.
ProoÅí By Lemma 1.2, ao :2. Similarly, a3 me 2. Mence So := 2(C+Do+
Di) + D2 + D3 gives ri$e to a P'-fibration Åë : X . Pi. Since p(X) =r+ 2
we know that r ) 4 and D4 is a cross-section of ep.
  Suppose that r ) 5. Let Si be the singputlar fiber of Åë containing De
(5 S e f{ T). Then,
       p(X) =T -}- 2 }lr 2+ (#Se - 1) + (#Si -- 1) : #Si +5•
OR the gtherkgg}d, #Si ) r--3 beca=se Si cektaiks Pe (5 S e :{ r) and scme
(-1)-c"rves. HeBce #Si me r-3. Ig partleular, Sllpp(SD has aimique (-l)-
curve Ei and Åë has no singular fibers other than So and Si. Put E := e.
The weighted duaJ graph of E+D is then given as in Appendix B. Q.E.D.
  By Lemma 3.1, we may assume, in the subsequent arguments, that k ) 3.
Since p(X) =: T+2 and (C• P# + Kx) Åq O, the inter$ection matrix of C+D
is neither negative definite nor negative semi--defuite. Hence there exist an
integer e År O and an effective devisor Ao such that Supp (Ao) c Supp (D)
and IeC + Agl define$ a Pi-fibratioR Åë : X - Pi. Put Se = eC + Ao and
p:t A = (Ag).ed.
  We ceRsider the case where Sgpp(A) is ket a linear chaig. Thex we have
the fol}ewiRg:
Lemma 3.2 Suppose that Supp (A) ts not a linear chain, i.e., A = Do +
Di + D2 + D3 + • • • + Di for some'3 S i S r. The follontng assertions hold:
 (1) i = r- 1 and D. is a 2-section of Åë. Furthermore, Åë has no singular
    fibers other than So.
 (2) There eststs a (-!)-carve E such that (E•D) == (E•D" = l or
    (E•D) = (E•D2) = 1. Hence the zgetghSed dual gmph ofE+D ts
    giyek as in Ampendts B.
1g2
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ProoÅí (1) Since p(X) =r+2, it follows that i Åq r. Since C+A ean
be contracted to a nonsingular rational curve with self-intersection number
zero, the multipliÅëity of Di in So is equal to 2. Hence Di+i is a 2-seÅëtion
ef Åë. Suppose Åíhat i f{ r -- 2. Let Si be a singniar fiber of Åë containing
Di",...,b.. By ag argumext $imilar te the prcgf ef Lemma 3.1, we kgew
that Si contains a unique (---1)-curve Ei and Åë has no singular fibers other
than So and Si. The wejghted dual graph of Supp (SD is then the one
in Figure 2 in Appendix B. Sinee Di+2 and D. are terminal components of
Supp(SD, the multip}icity of Di" iB S"s equa} to glle. 'Then (Ei -PiÅÄD = l.
Sinee the m"ltiplicity gf E"B S"s theit equal te eRe, there extsts ailtother
(-1)-curve in Supp (Si). Thi$ is a contradietion.
(2) Let f : X - Fm be a sequenee of contractions of (•---1)•-curves in a
unique singular fiber So of O. Then m = O or 1. Indeed, if m ) 2 then the
preper trEmsform f'(Mm) ef M. oR X ls a Aonsiggular ratioRal curve with
Åqf'(M.)2) S -2 and f'(Mm) is net contaiRed in Sapp (P). This coRtradicts
Lemrna 1.I(2).
   In order to prove the asserdon, we consider two cases m = 1 and m =: O
separately.
Case: m = 1. Put e = f.(Sg). TheR tkere ext$ts a lli}ique imdamektal poixt
Q of f on e. Let E' be the proper transform of Mi on X. Since f*(D.) N
2Mi +af with a ) 2 we have (f*(D.)2) = --4+4a ) 4. Yhrthermore, by the
above contractions, f.(D.) remains as a nonsingular rational curve. Sinee
            --2 - (f* (Dr)2) + (f*(Dr) ' Ky.) = 2(a -- 3),
we have a = 2 and (f*(D.) • Mi) = O. Sinee E' is a (--1)-curve by Lemma
1.1, it follows that (E'•D) = (E'•Dle) = 1, where k == l or 2.
Case: m= O. Let e aRd Q be the same as ipthe case m= 1. Put D. :=:
f.(D.). Since Dr N 2Mfi +ae with a År g, we have (D. • Me) = a År O. Sinee
Dr is a nonsingular rational curve and since
                -2 = (Dr ' Dr + KFo) me 2(a -' 2),
we have a = l. Let e' be a fiber gf the $ecend Pi-fibratien ek Fc = P2 Å~ Pi
through Q. The proper transform f'(e') of e' is then a (---1)-curve satisfying
                  (ft (e) • D) - (f'(e') - Dk) == i
103
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  Finally, we consider the case where Supp(A) is a linear chain. Analyzing
siRgulax fibers of Pi-fibratioRs and using Lemmas 1.7 aRd 1.8, we have the
fellowing.
Lemma 3.3 I?P(ith the notation and assumptions as above, let Di and Di,
be the temainal cempeneRts of the ginear chGin A, where ie Åq i. Then the
folloutng assertions hold:
 (l) ig =5 ana i= r.
 (2) TheTe eni$ts a (-1)-curve E (l C) such that (E • D) xe (E • Dk) = 1
    where k me 1 or 2. The weighted dual graph ofE+D ts given as in
    Appendit B.
For the proof of Lemma 3.3, see [5, g3].
Appendix
A The case of type En
  In the following list of configurations, a solid line stands for a component
ef Sgpp(P); the $elf-IRter$ectigll nwnbeT --2 ef a (--2)-cigve of D i$ emitted;
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 IR the abeve }ist of the weighted dual grapks, pt ) 2 akd the subgraph
denoted by the encircled A. (G År.ww 1) is given as in the following Figure 2,
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C Cyclic quotient singularities
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  We omitt the case where (X,D) = (F.,M.). In the above list of the
weighted duaJ graphs, the subgraph denoted by the encircled A. (cr ) 1) is
given as in Figure 2, where Ei is to be read as E, and the subgraphs denoted
by the encircled Tp (6 ) O) and T. (7 ) O) are given as in the following
Figure 3, where mi,ini )3 and mi,init ) 1 for 2SiS P, 2S i' S or.
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